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Report back to The Funding Network 
 
1. Name of your organisation and date funded by TFN: 
 
St Giles Trust SOS Gangs project, presented to TFN January 27

th
 2010. 

 
2. What does your organisation do?  
 
St Giles Trust aims to break the cycle of offending, crime and disadvantage and create safer 
communities. We put offenders who want to change at the heart of the solution by enabling them to 
become trained professionals, using their skills and experiences to help other offenders change their 
lives 
 
These aims remain the same. The TFN funding has directly supported these aims as the SOS project 
exemplifies our mission; it supports high risk offenders to change and has a 100% ex-offender staff 
team. 
 
3. When was your organisation first established? 
 
1962 
 
4. Since receiving funding from TFN how has your organisation changed?  
 
Overall there have not been significant changes in St Giles’ turnover but we are developing SOS in 
Kensington and Chelsea, and your support has enabled Junior raise an additional £55,000 in 
donations and pledges.  
 
Within the SOS project there have been two substantial developments which at this time are both in 
development so accurate beneficiary numbers are not yet available.  
 
The two new developments are: 
 
SOS+ 
SOS+ grew out of increasing interest and demand from schools who were worried about their pupils 
being caught up in youth offending and gang crime. Junior, often working alongside Grace Idowu, 
who’s son was murdered in south London, would run a workshop looking at the effects and 
consequences of violence and crime, and see individual pupils in follow up sessions. We were able to 
get £20,000 of charitable trust funding to develop this work enabling us to recruit someone to co-
ordinate and develop SOS+. Our target for the next 12 months is to deliver SOS+ in 10 additional 
schools, delivering over 30 sessions which will have an average size of 30 attendees, meaning 
approximately 900 additional young people will be reached. 
 
SOS in Kensington and Chelsea 
In a very exciting new development for St Giles, we are recruiting for a new SOS worker to develop 
the service in Kensington and Chelsea. This is in response to demand from local people and comes 
about after a lot of development work by Junior, which was funded by the support of TFN. This is a 
new area of London for St Giles. We will also be recruiting volunteers for SOS K&C and the project will 
directly support at least 30 young people who are at high risk of offending in its first year.  
 
5. Can you describe/measure the impact that the specific TFN funded project/work has had?  
 
The TFN funding contributed to Junior Smart’s post in SOS. His role as Team Leader and 
Development Worker has been critical in allowing the project to flourish and develop. 
The evidence for success for this funding is: 

 Continued media and government interest in the SOS project 

 Development of two new SOS projects (see above) 
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6. Could you give us an estimate of how many people have been reached by the TFN funded 
project/work and by how much? 
 
The TFN funding has supported Junior Smart’s post within the team, covering around 20% of his 
direct and management costs. 
Over the year Junior has worked with approximately: 

 5 paid staff as manager 

 6 Volunteers 

 12 people in a mentoring capacity 

 10 clients in Rochester YOI and in the community 
Junior has also raised £55,000 directly from a variety of voluntary (i.e. non statutory) sources  
 
7. Did receiving the money from TFN make positive difference to your organisation? If yes, in 
what way? If no, please specify why not?  
 
The TFN funding supported Junior Smart’s post which has been key in attracting funding and other 
benefits (eg awards, media coverage) to the project. By supporting his post TFN has contributed to 
supporting and expanding the SOS project. 
 
8. Do you have any other comments regarding TFN funding?  

 
The flexibility of TFN has been appreciated. We were able to use it to support a partly unfunded post 
which is critical in developing the project. Many funding sources are more prescriptive so cannot be 
used to support this type of developmental work. We are delighted that two new projects have come 
from it which will benefit many at risk young people in the future. 


